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The Goal of My Research

“To understand the fundamental principles of 
learning from data and use them to develop 
algorithms that can learn like living beings.”
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Human Learning:
At the age of 6 

months.



Converged 
at the age 

of 
12 months
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Transfer 
Knowledge
at the age 

of 14 
months



Human learning        Deep learning
“Continual” learning of 
incremental information 
from non-stationary data
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“Bulk” learning of all 
possible information 
from stationary data

Continual lifelong learning with NN (Parisi et al. 2019)

My current research focuses on reducing this gap!



Learning-Algorithms from 
Bayesian Principles

• Practical Bayesian principles.
• Bayesian learning rule 
– a generalization of many learning-algorithms,
• Classical (least-squares, Newton, HMM, 

Kalman.. etc).
• Deep Learning (SGD, RMSprop, Adam).

• Data relevance
• Continual Learning with Bayes
• Impact: Everything with one common principle.
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Why Bayes?
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Which is a good classifier?
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Which is a good classifier?
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“What the model 
does not know but 

should know”:  
Knowledge gap



The Bayesian Solution

11(By Kazuki Osawa) https://github.com/team-approx-bayes/dl-with-bayes

Bayes
Optim

Uncertainty (Entropy)



Optimization -> Bayes
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Switching from “Adam” to “VOGN” in two lines of code change.

Available at https://github.com/team-approx-bayes/dl-with-bayes

NeurIPS 2019



Bayesian Learning Rule

Learning algorithms from Bayes
Uncertainty for free

Data relevance for free
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Bayes Rule as Optimization
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Estimate a distribution over model parameters.

EntropyDistribution (e.g. Gaussian)

Parameters
(e.g., mean and variance)

max
�

�Eq�(✓)[`(D, ✓)]�H(q)
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ExplorationExploitation

Optimization formulation `(D, ✓) := log p(D|✓)p(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="cTibiqQfs3/K0ZDeWq+ECRSpkMo=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+CDAZBQcJuPCiCEtGDRwVjAtkQZiedZMjsg5leIaz5EP0BL/6KlxyU4NUPcTZR8FXQUFR1093lRVJotO2RlZmanpmdy87nFhaXllfyq2s3OowVhwoPZahqHtMgRQAVFCihFilgvieh6vXOUr96C0qLMLjGfgQNn3UC0RacoZGa+VMXpNxxfYZdzmRyPtijLnYB2S49OqauDDs0+m7ffblGnbBmvmAX7THoX+J8kkJ58z7Fw2UzP3RbIY99CJBLpnXdsSNsJEyh4BIGOTfWEDHeYx2oGxowH3QjGb86oNtGadF2qEwFSMfq94mE+Vr3fc90pkfr314q/ufVY2wfNhIRRDFCwCeL2rGkGNI0N9oSCjjKviGMK2FupbzLFONo0s2ZEJzfL/8lN6Wis18sXZk0TsgEWbJBtsgOccgBKZMLckkqhJNH8kxeyKv1ZA2tkfU2ac1YnzPr5Aes9w8LcKop</latexit>

Zellner, 1988, Bissiri, et al. 2016, Shawe-Taylor and Williamson (1997), Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006)
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Learning by optimization:

Learning by Bayes:

Natural and Expectation parameters of q

✓  ✓ � ⇢H
�1r✓`(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="UgVSpSO3jg+znHAHuOPezTGqcZ0=">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</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">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</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">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</latexit>

q(✓) := N (✓|m,V )
<latexit sha1_base64="CIOg3GR2+LqD+oxPc0DHAMUfPIk=">AAACD3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx4FGQxKAhJ240ERlIAXTxLBPCAbwuxkYobMPpzpFcKaP/DiUT/DiwdFvHr15t84m+SgiQUNRVU33V1uKLgCy/o2UjOzc/ML6cXM0vLK6pq5vlFVQSQpq9BABLLuEsUE91kFOAhWDyUjnitYze2dJX7tlknFA/8K+iFreuTa5x1OCWipZe7d5BzoMiB5fHyCHY9AlxIRXwzG8h329nE13zKzVsEaAk8Te0yype3HBE/llvnltAMaecwHKohSDdsKoRkTCZwKNsg4kWIhoT1yzRqa+sRjqhkP/xngXa20cSeQunzAQ/X3REw8pfqeqzuTg9Wkl4j/eY0IOkfNmPthBMyno0WdSGAIcBIObnPJKIi+JoRKrm/FtEskoaAjzOgQ7MmXp0m1WLAPCsVLncYpGiGNttAOyiEbHaISOkdlVEEU3aNn9IrejAfjxXg3PkatKWM8s4n+wPj8Abqcnu0=</latexit>

Expectation/moment/
mean parameters 

Natural parameters

exp


m>V �1✓ � 1

2
✓>V �1✓

�

<latexit sha1_base64="DUZR9B3A4u3AbBfSdrZiSrYMgvo=">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</latexit>

{V �1m,V �1}
<latexit sha1_base64="gFcBGgiTG6a0kewqEsvm3lFlPik=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbzsBAkWwYWWmbrQlRTcuKxgL9COJZNm2mCSGZKMUIfB59CVGxeKuPU93Pk2ZjpdaOsPgY//nMM5+f2IUaUd59sqzM0vLC4Vl0srq2vrG/bmVlOFscSkgUMWyraPFGFUkIammpF2JAniPiMt//Yiq7fuiFQ0FNd6FBGPo4GgAcVIG6tn73ST5k1y7Kb8COYAu2nPLjsVZyw4C+4EyrW9x0xP9Z791e2HOOZEaMyQUh3XibSXIKkpZiQtdWNFIoRv0YB0DArEifKS8fUpPDBOHwahNE9oOHZ/TySIKzXivunkSA/VdC0z/6t1Yh2ceQkVUayJwPmiIGZQhzCLAvapJFizkQGEJTW3QjxEEmFtAiuZENzpL89Cs1pxTyrVK5PGOchVBLtgHxwCF5yCGrgEddAAGNyDZ/AK3qwH68V6tz7y1oI1mdkGf2R9/gD+ApgB</latexit>

e.g., Gaussian distribution

{E(✓),E(✓✓>)}
<latexit sha1_base64="jUVEXaKzSK5sAViadlUl/9l04NM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqktBgkVoQcpMRXQlBRFcVrAP6Iwlk6ZtaOZBckcoQz9E3fgrblwoIrjSvzHT6UJbDyQczrmXe+9xQ8EVmOa3kVlYXFpeya7m1tY3Nrfy2zsNFUSSsjoNRCBbLlFMcJ/VgYNgrVAy4rmCNd3hReI375hUPPBvYBQyxyN9n/c4JaClTv7Ejm2PwMB148tx0YYBA1I6wnNa+t/aEIQle9zJF8yyOQGeJ9aUFKr79wkeap38p90NaOQxH6ggSrUtMwQnJhI4FWycsyPFQkKHpM/amvrEY8qJJ+eN8aFWurgXSP18wBP1d0dMPKVGnqsrk7XVrJeI/3ntCHpnTsz9MALm03RQLxIYApxkhbtcMgpipAmhkutdMR0QSSjoRHM6BGv25HnSqJSt43LlWqdxjlJk0R46QEVkoVNURVeohuqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxkdamjGmPbvoD4yvH/UDpr0=</latexit>

AIstats 2017
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Learning by optimization:

Learning by Bayes:

– Classical algorithms: Least-squares, Newton’s method, Kalman 
filters, Baum-Welch, Forward-backward, etc.

– Bayesian inference: EM, Laplace’s method, SVI, VMP.
– Deep learning: SGD, RMSprop, Adam.
– Reinforcement learning: parameter-space exploration, natural 

policy-search.
– Continual learning: Elastic-weight consolidation.
– Online learning: Exponential-weight average.
– Global optimization: Natural evolutionary strategies, Gaussian 

homotopy, continuation method & smoothed optimization.
– List incomplete…

Natural and Expectation parameters of q

✓  ✓ � ⇢H
�1r✓`(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="UgVSpSO3jg+znHAHuOPezTGqcZ0=">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</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">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</latexit>

AIstats 2017
ICML 2017

NIPS 2017

ICML 2018
NeurIPS 2018
ISITA 2018
ICLR 2018

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">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</latexit>
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likelihood prior
(y �X✓)>(y �X✓) + �✓>✓

<latexit sha1_base64="rX8IyNjEbJi9KltELKA+f3dm0QQ=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEOz1bXxFPQoyKIIihl0vepKAF48KxgSyMfROJsngzO4y0yuE4IfkIoK/4sWDIt7En3GS9RAfBQNFVTU9XVGqpCXf//AmJqemZ2bn5gsLi0vLK8XVtSubZIaLCk9UYmoRWqFkLCokSYlaagTqSIlqdHM69Ku3wliZxJfUS0VDYyeWbcmRnNQsHu/2DmohdQXh3nVIScrGBLbPwg5qjSwX8kDOm8Vtv+SPwP6S4JtslzcHgwcAOG8W38NWwjMtYuIKra0HfkqNPhqSXIm7QphZkSK/wY6oOxqjFrbRH114x3ac0mLtxLgXExup4xN91Nb2dOSSGqlrf3tD8T+vnlH7uNGXcZqRiHm+qJ0pRgkb1sVa0ghOqucIciPdXxnvokFOrtSCKyH4ffJfcnVYCvxScOHaOIEcc7ABW7ALARxBGc7gHCrA4R6e4AVevUfv2Xvz3vPohPc9sw4/4H1+AXSOpK0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NZi+y9DK5eA4/AsYeLzD4AbBZ9M=">AAACIXicbVDLSgMxFM3Ud31VXQoSLEJFLDNu7EoENy4V7AM6tdxJ0zY0mRmSO0Ip/RBduPFX3LhQxJ34M6adLmrrgcDhnHO5uSeIpTDout9OZmFxaXlldS27vrG5tZ3b2a2YKNGMl1kkI10LwHApQl5GgZLXYs1BBZJXg97VyK8+cG1EFN5hP+YNBZ1QtAUDtFIzVyr0T2s+djnC8b2PUUynBHpC/Q4oBTQV0kDKm7m8W3THoPPEm5D85cHjCE83zdyX34pYoniITIIxdc+NsTEAjYJJPsz6ieExsB50eN3SEBQ3jcH4wiE9skqLtiNtX4h0rE5PDEAZ01eBTSrArpn1RuJ/Xj3BdqkxEGGcIA9ZuqidSIoRHdVFW0JzhrJvCTAt7F8p64IGhrbUrC3Bmz15nlTOip5b9G5tGxckxSrZJ4ekQDxyTi7JNbkhZcLIM3kl7+TDeXHenE/nK41mnMnMHvkD5+cX0cumcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NZi+y9DK5eA4/AsYeLzD4AbBZ9M=">AAACIXicbVDLSgMxFM3Ud31VXQoSLEJFLDNu7EoENy4V7AM6tdxJ0zY0mRmSO0Ip/RBduPFX3LhQxJ34M6adLmrrgcDhnHO5uSeIpTDout9OZmFxaXlldS27vrG5tZ3b2a2YKNGMl1kkI10LwHApQl5GgZLXYs1BBZJXg97VyK8+cG1EFN5hP+YNBZ1QtAUDtFIzVyr0T2s+djnC8b2PUUynBHpC/Q4oBTQV0kDKm7m8W3THoPPEm5D85cHjCE83zdyX34pYoniITIIxdc+NsTEAjYJJPsz6ieExsB50eN3SEBQ3jcH4wiE9skqLtiNtX4h0rE5PDEAZ01eBTSrArpn1RuJ/Xj3BdqkxEGGcIA9ZuqidSIoRHdVFW0JzhrJvCTAt7F8p64IGhrbUrC3Bmz15nlTOip5b9G5tGxckxSrZJ4ekQDxyTi7JNbkhZcLIM3kl7+TDeXHenE/nK41mnMnMHvkD5+cX0cumcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8pEf7sZY+C83gDA6D/6vh96XwME=">AAACIXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWISKWGbc2JUU3LisYB/QqeVOmrahycyQ3BFK6a+48VfcuFCkO/FnTDtd1NYDgcM553JzTxBLYdB1v5219Y3Nre3MTnZ3b//gMHd0XDNRohmvskhGuhGA4VKEvIoCJW/EmoMKJK8Hg7upX3/m2ogofMRhzFsKeqHoCgZopXauVBheNXzsc4SLJx+jmC4I9JL6PVAKaCqkgZS3c3m36M5AV4k3J3kyR6Wdm/idiCWKh8gkGNP03BhbI9AomOTjrJ8YHgMbQI83LQ1BcdMazS4c03OrdGg30vaFSGfq4sQIlDFDFdikAuybZW8q/uc1E+yWWiMRxgnykKWLuomkGNFpXbQjNGcoh5YA08L+lbI+aGBoS83aErzlk1dJ7brouUXvwc2Xb+d1ZMgpOSMF4pEbUib3pEKqhJEX8kY+yKfz6rw7X84kja4585kT8gfOzy+AvKJ9</latexit>

:= `(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="xahBheUUs9wf+VsOCGx1ujKZwww=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxgfWfXoZVAEvYTdeFAEIeBFbxGMCtkQZicdMzj7YKZXiCHgf3jxoIhXP8Wbf+NskoMmFjQUVd10d4WpkoY879spzM0vLC4Vl0srq2vrZXdj89okmRbYEIlK9G3IDSoZY4MkKbxNNfIoVHgT3p/l/s0DaiOT+Ir6KbYifhfLrhScrNR2yyenLECl9gPqIfGDtrvrVbwR2CzxJ2S3dvAEOept9yvoJCKLMCahuDFN30upNeCapFA4LAWZwZSLe36HTUtjHqFpDUaHD9meVTqsm2hbMbGR+ntiwCNj+lFoOyNOPTPt5eJ/XjOj7nFrIOM0I4zFeFE3U4wSlqfAOlKjINW3hAst7a1M9LjmgmxWJRuCP/3yLLmuVvzDSvXSpnEBYxRhG3ZgH3w4ghqcQx0aICCDZ3iFN+fReXHenY9xa8GZzGzBHzifP4xckyQ=</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">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</latexit>

= V �1m
<latexit sha1_base64="HMO+1oLXYH/enlXXUESreGYhdg8=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuLHMtAvdqAU3LivYi7RjyaSZNjTJDElGKEOfwo0LRdz6Gr6BO9/GdOpCW38IfPz/OeScE8ScaeO6X05uaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7uNXWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRlfTvPVAlWaRvDXjmPoCDyQLGcHGWnfnqHmfnngT0SuW3LKbCS2C9wOly49qpnqv+NntRyQRVBrCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0UugmmsaYjPCAdixKLKj202zgCTqyTh+FkbJPGpS5vztSLLQei8BWCmyGej6bmv9lncSEZ37KZJwYKsnsozDhyERouj3qM0WJ4WMLmChmZ0VkiBUmxt6oYI/gza+8CM1K2auWKzduqXYBM+XhAA7hGDw4hRpcQx0aQEDAIzzDi6OcJ+fVeZuV5pyfnn34I+f9G6LTkdg=</latexit>

= V �1
<latexit sha1_base64="h7itEyrXvhjUmGNHIP1hTpIRU3Q=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJlgEN5aZdqEbteDGZQV7gXYsmTTThiaZMckIZehLuHGhiFufwzdw59uYTrvQ1h8CH/9/DjnnBDFn2rjut7O0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2GzpKFKF1EvFItQKsKWeS1g0znLZiRbEIOG0Gw+tJ3nykSrNI3plRTH2B+5KFjGBjrdYFatynp964Wyi6JTcTWgRvBsWrz0qmWrfw1elFJBFUGsKx1m3PjY2fYmUY4XSc7ySaxpgMcZ+2LUosqPbTbN4xOrZOD4WRsk8alLm/O1IstB6JwFYKbAZ6PpuY/2XtxITnfspknBgqyfSjMOHIRGiyPOoxRYnhIwuYKGZnRWSAFSbGnihvj+DNr7wIjXLJq5TKt26xeglT5eAQjuAEPDiDKtxADepAgMMTvMCr8+A8O2/O+7R0yZn1HMAfOR8/1jeRYQ==</latexit>

) �⇤ = rµ⇤Eq⇤ [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="mSH6VbUtmozwizQYLKmsPBmWrwc=">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</latexit>
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likelihood prior

neural network

NX

i=1

`(yi, f✓(xi)) + �✓>✓
<latexit sha1_base64="UvQs/9P4oGbZqh2QQyUEnUGXspM=">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</latexit>

q(✓) := N (✓|m,Diag(v))
<latexit sha1_base64="eI76++Z6yYuvrOlBvHX4kmHr6h4=">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</latexit>

ICML 2018

RMSprop Bayes with diagonal Gaussian

`(yi, f✓(xi))
<latexit sha1_base64="ajNper/DEJVxDd5iQ8NmFagLTiQ=">AAACAXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IsgSGMQEpAwEw96koAXjxHMAkkYejo1SWPPQneNGEK8+BV69uJBEa/+hTf/xs5y0MQHBY/3qqiq58VSaLTtbyu1sLi0vJJezaytb2xuZbd3ajpKFIcqj2SkGh7TIEUIVRQooRErYIEnoe7dXIz8+i0oLaLwGvsxtAPWDYUvOEMjudm9FkiZ77vimPpuC3uALH/nikLBzebsoj0GnSfOlOTKB48jPFXc7FerE/EkgBC5ZFo3HTvG9oApFFzCMNNKNMSM37AuNA0NWQC6PRh/MKRHRulQP1KmQqRj9ffEgAVa9wPPdAYMe3rWG4n/ec0E/bP2QIRxghDyySI/kRQjOoqDdoQCjrJvCONKmFsp7zHFOJrQMiYEZ/bleVIrFZ2TYunKpHFOJkiTfXJI8sQhp6RMLkmFVAkn9+SZvJI368F6sd6tj0lryprO7JI/sD5/AC4Kmcs=</latexit>

`(yi, f✓(xi))
<latexit sha1_base64="ajNper/DEJVxDd5iQ8NmFagLTiQ=">AAACAXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IsgSGMQEpAwEw96koAXjxHMAkkYejo1SWPPQneNGEK8+BV69uJBEa/+hTf/xs5y0MQHBY/3qqiq58VSaLTtbyu1sLi0vJJezaytb2xuZbd3ajpKFIcqj2SkGh7TIEUIVRQooRErYIEnoe7dXIz8+i0oLaLwGvsxtAPWDYUvOEMjudm9FkiZ77vimPpuC3uALH/nikLBzebsoj0GnSfOlOTKB48jPFXc7FerE/EkgBC5ZFo3HTvG9oApFFzCMNNKNMSM37AuNA0NWQC6PRh/MKRHRulQP1KmQqRj9ffEgAVa9wPPdAYMe3rWG4n/ec0E/bP2QIRxghDyySI/kRQjOoqDdoQCjrJvCONKmFsp7zHFOJrQMiYEZ/bleVIrFZ2TYunKpHFOJkiTfXJI8sQhp6RMLkmFVAkn9+SZvJI368F6sd6tj0lryprO7JI/sD5/AC4Kmcs=</latexit>

[r✓`(yi, f✓(xi))]
2

<latexit sha1_base64="JBKtox1L51hDVHDbj5NexZSOdvA=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="MQv2ZPZxWKAYixsYzT6Ssc5vc8c=">AAAB7nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQKVXcFN7qrYNpCG8pkOmmHziRhZiKU0I1/4MaFIm5d+hP+gDs/wz9w0hRR64ELh3Pu5d57/JgzpW37wyosLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5e2dpooSSahLIh7Jto8V5Sykrmaa03YsKRY+py1/dJ75rRsqFYvCaz2OqSfwIGQBI1gbqdUdYCFwqVeu2FV7CjRPnBmp1Cufb7fua63RK793+xFJBA014VipjmPH2kux1IxwOil1E0VjTEZ4QDuGhlhQ5aXTcyfowCh9FETSVKjRVP05kWKh1Fj4plNgPVR/vUz8z+skOjj1UhbGiaYhyRcFCUc6QtnvqM8kJZqPDcFEMnMrIkMsMdEmoTyEswy175fnSfOo6hxXj69MGpeQowh7sA+H4MAJ1OECGuACgRHcwQM8WrF1bz1Zz3lrwZrN7MIvWC9fAKaTOQ==</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="EF2+NDQpHgMeRr1ldmTXEEzmDh8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqiQWqu4KbnRXwbSFNpTJZNoOnUnCzEQoISD+iRsXiujSH/AH3PkZ/oGTpIhaD1w4nHPv3LnHixiVyrI+jLn5hcWl5dJKeXVtfWPT3NpuyTAWmDg4ZKHoeEgSRgPiKKoY6USCIO4x0vbGZ5nfviZC0jC4UpOIuBwNAzqgGCkt9c3dpJc/kgjip7A3RJyjtNw3K1bVygFniT0llUbl8+3Weak3++Z7zw9xzEmgMENSdm0rUm6ChKKYkbTciyWJEB6jIelqGiBOpJvkm1N4oBUfDkKhK1AwV39OJIhLOeGe7uRIjeRfLxP/87qxGpy4CQ2iWJEAF4sGMYMqhFkW0KeCYMUmmiAsqP4rxCMkEFY6sSKE0wz175NnSeuoateqtUudxgUoUAJ7YB8cAhscgwY4B03gAAwScAcewKNxY9wbT8Zz0TpnTGd2wC8Yr1+OAZm8</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="EF2+NDQpHgMeRr1ldmTXEEzmDh8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqiQWqu4KbnRXwbSFNpTJZNoOnUnCzEQoISD+iRsXiujSH/AH3PkZ/oGTpIhaD1w4nHPv3LnHixiVyrI+jLn5hcWl5dJKeXVtfWPT3NpuyTAWmDg4ZKHoeEgSRgPiKKoY6USCIO4x0vbGZ5nfviZC0jC4UpOIuBwNAzqgGCkt9c3dpJc/kgjip7A3RJyjtNw3K1bVygFniT0llUbl8+3Weak3++Z7zw9xzEmgMENSdm0rUm6ChKKYkbTciyWJEB6jIelqGiBOpJvkm1N4oBUfDkKhK1AwV39OJIhLOeGe7uRIjeRfLxP/87qxGpy4CQ2iWJEAF4sGMYMqhFkW0KeCYMUmmiAsqP4rxCMkEFY6sSKE0wz175NnSeuoateqtUudxgUoUAJ7YB8cAhscgwY4B03gAAwScAcewKNxY9wbT8Zz0TpnTGd2wC8Yr1+OAZm8</latexit>



Optimization -> Bayes
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Switching from “Adam” to “VOGN” in two lines of code change.

Available at https://github.com/team-approx-bayes/dl-with-bayes

NeurIPS 2019



Fast Uncertainty in Deep Learning
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(By Roman Bachmann)
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Figure 1: Comparing VOGN [22], a natural-gradient VI method, to Adam and SGD, training ResNet-
18 on ImageNet. The two left plots show that VOGN and Adam have similar convergence behaviour
and achieve similar performance in about the same number of epochs. VOGN achieves 67.38% on
validation compared to 66.39% by Adam and 67.79% by SGD. Run-time of VOGN is 76 seconds per
epoch compared to 44 seconds for Adam and SGD. The rightmost figure shows the calibration curve.
VOGN gives calibrated predictive probabilities (the diagonal represents perfect calibration).

We demonstrate practical training of deep networks by using recently proposed natural-gradient VI38

methods. These methods resemble the Adam optimiser, enabling us to leveraging existing techniques39

for initialisation, momentum, batch normalisation, data augmentation, and distributed training. As a40

result, we obtain similar performance in about the same number of epochs as Adam when training41

many popular deep networks (e.g., LeNet, AlexNet, ResNet) on datasets such as CIFAR-10 and42

ImageNet. See Fig. 1 for Imagenet. The results show that, despite using an approximate posterior, the43

training methods preserve the benefits of Bayesian principles. Compared to standard deep-learning44

methods, the predictive probabilities are well-calibrated and uncertainties on out-of-distribution45

inputs are improved. Our work shows that practical deep learning is possible with Bayesian methods46

and aims to support further research in this area.47

Related work. Previous VI methods, notably by Graves [15] and Blundell et al. [4], require signifi-48

cant implementation and tuning effort to perform well, e.g., on convolution neural networks (CNN).49

Slow convergence is found to be problematic for sequential problems [43]. There appears to be no50

reported results with complex networks on large problems, such as ImageNet. Our work solves these51

issues by borrowing deep-learning techniques and applying them to natural-gradient VI [22, 51].52

In their paper, Zhang et al. [51] also employed data augmentation and batch normalisation for a53

natural-gradient method called Noisy K-FAC (see Appendix A) and showed results on VGG on54

CIFAR-10. However, a mean-field method called noisy Adam was found to be unstable with batch55

normalisation. In contrast, we show that a similar method, called Variatonal Online Gauss-Newton56

(VOGN), proposed by Khan et al. [22], works well with such techniques. We show results for57

distributed training with noisy K-FAC on Imagenet, but do not provide extensive comparisons. Many58

of our techniques can be used to speed-up noisy K-FAC too, which is promising.59

Many other approaches have recently been proposed to compute posterior approximations by training60

deterministic networks [44, 36, 37]. Similarly to MC-dropout, the posterior approximation is not61

flexible and it is difficult to improve the accuracy of the posterior approximations. On the other hand,62

VI offers a much more flexible alternative to apply Bayesian principles to deep learning.63

2 Deep Learning with Bayesian Principles and Its Challenges64

The success of deep learning is partly due to the availability of scalable and practical methods for65

training deep neural networks (DNNs). Network training is formulated as an optimisation problem66

where a loss between the data and the DNN’s predictions is minimised. For example, in a supervised67

learning task with a dataset D of N inputs xi and corresponding outputs yi of length K, we minimise68

a loss of the following form: ¯̀(w) + �w
>
w, where ¯̀(w) := 1

N

P
i `(yi, fw(xi)), fw(x) 2 RK

69

denotes the DNN outputs with weights w, `(y, ŷ) denotes a differentiable loss function between an70
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State-of-the-art performance and convergence rate, while preserving 
benefits of Bayesian principles (“well-calibrated” uncertainty).
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What will be elucidated and to what extent: The final outcomes of our proposal are as follows: 

1. New methods to “identify, memorize, and recall” for continual/active/reinforcement learning. See Fig. 
6 for an example. 

2. New software plug-ins for deep-learning such as those shown in Algorithm below. 
3. Theoretical guarantees for our new methods. 

We will now give more details for these deliverables. 
 
Project A: Continual learning to 

avoid forgetting the past information. 
We will start our investigation with this 
project where the focus will be on 
designing methods to remember useful 
past information. We have already had 
some success on this part. A 
representative result is shown in Fig. 6 
(below), which uses a simple way to 
“identify” using Bayesian principles, a 
brute force way to “memorize” by storing 
all data examples, and a “regularization” 
of the memory to avoid forgetting the 
past. This approach obtains state-of-the-
art results on medium-size datasets such as MNIST and CIFAR. An important feature of our approach is that it 
requires minimal changes to the existing deep-learning code. This is shown in Algorithm (above) where only 
line 7,10, and 11 are added on top of an existing deep-learning optimizer.  

 

 
 

Our ultimate goal is to be able to do continual learning at ImageNet scale where the number of 
categories are extremely large (a 1000 categories). We will pursue more sophisticated methods to identify, 
memorize, and regularize.  The resources required for this project: 

(1) A dedicated researcher for a period of 8 months to one year. 
(2) Computing resources to run large scale experiments. 
(3) Travel expenses for collaboration with Prof. Richard Turner, University of Cambridge. 

 
Project B: Active learning to build datasets. Building on the results of project A, this project will focus on 

sequentially increasing the size of the dataset. Given many unlabeled data (such as images of unknown 
animals), the goal is to choose some to label them (e.g., asking “what animal is this?”). We can only afford to 
label a few images at a time. Our key idea is to use “recall” to choose such images. Given an unlabeled 
image, we can find related examples in our memory. A good strategy then is to choose examples different than 
what we have seen in the past, but sometimes choose similar ones to avoid forgetting. A toy example with a 

Algorithm: Continual Learning with Identify, memorize and regularize.

Which examples are most important for the classifier? Red vs Blue.
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(a) MNIST: GP kernel matrix (left) and GP posterior mean (right).
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(b) CIFAR: GP posterior mean.

Figure 3: GP kernel and posterior mean corresponding to the Laplace approximation for LeNet5
trained on MNIST and CIFAR-10. The kernel matrix shows the correlations learned by the DNN
(classes are grouped and marked with different colors along the axes). For MNIST, a higher posterior
mean is assigned to the correct label most of the time (see rows in (b)), which reflects the good
accuracy obtained by the DNN (99%). For CIFAR, the accuracy is only 68%, as a result, the patter is
a bit unclear reflecting the uncertainty in the predictions.
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(a) Binary classification on digits 0 and 1
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(b) Binary classification on digits 4 and 9

Figure 4: GP kernel and posterior mean corresponding to VI on 2 out of 10 MNIST classes. We
clearly see that the in-class digits are assigned higher posterior mean and the correlation learned is
also significant. There are plenty of other correlations learned by the network due to which we get
many overconfident predictions for out-of-training classes, especially on the harder 4 vs. 9 task.

Figure 3a shows the GP kernel matrix and the posterior mean for the Laplace approximation on216

300 randomly sampled examples from MNIST. The rows and columns containing data examples217

are grouped according to the classes. The kernel matrix clearly shows the correlations learned by218

the DNN. As expected, each row in the posterior mean also reflects that the classes are correctly219

classified (DNN test accuracy is 99%). Figure 3b shows the GP posterior mean for CIFAR-10 where220

we see the same pattern but a bit unclear, which is due to a lower accuracy of around 68% on this221

task. Due to space constraints, the corresponding results for VI are shown in Appendix C.222

In Fig. 4, we study the kernel for classes outside of the training data set using VI. We train LeNet-5223

using VOGN on two binary-classification problems on MNIST. In both figures, the data examples are224

sorted according to the digits (0 is on top/left and 9 is at bottom/right).225

Within the MNIST data set, classes 4 and 9 is one of the hardest pair to distinguish while 0 and 1 is a226

simple task. Fig. 4 shows that the kernel obtained for the simpler task leads to much less correlations227

with unseen classes and the posterior mean does not produce confident predictions on other classes.228

However, training on the harder task yields a potentially more complex feature map that leads to229

overconfident out-of-class predictions and high correlations. These observations are in line with230

confusion metrics typically obtained on the MNIST data set.4231

4Exemplary MNIST confusion matrix: https://ml4a.github.io/demos/confusion_mnist/
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Figure 1: This figure illustrates our method. Leftmost figure shows the result of training on task
1. Examples corresponding to memorable-past, shown with big markers, are chosen using a GP
formulation of the neural network. These points usually are the ones that support the decision
boundary. Middle figure shows the result after task 2 where new network functions are regularised
at memorable-past examples to give the same prediction as the previous ones. The resulting green
decision boundary classifies both task 1 and 2 well. The rightmost figure shows the result along with
memorable-past of each task where the performance over the past tasks is maintained.

function-regularisation with deep networks. A Laplace approximation of this objective enables a
scalable training algorithm. Our work in this paper focuses on avoiding forgetting, but it opens a
new direction for life-long learning methods where regularisation methods are naturally combined
with memory-based methods.

Other related works. Broadly, existing work on continual learning can be split into three ap-
proaches: inference based, memory/rehearsal based, and model based. Inference based approaches
have mostly focused on weight-regularisation, with some recent efforts on functional-regularisation.
Our work falls in the latter category. Memory based approaches either maintain a memory of past
data examples (Rebuffi et al., 2017) or train generative models on previous tasks to rehearse pseudo-
inputs (Shin et al., 2017). An advantage of our method compared to previous ones is that build-
ing memory does not require solving an optimisation problem: the computation simply involves a
forward-pass through the network followed by sorting (see Section 3.2).

Similarly to our work, there have also been some efforts in combining the different flavours of
approaching continual learning, e.g., VCL plus coresets (Nguyen et al., 2018) and Gradient-Episodic
Memory (Lopez-Paz & Ranzato, 2017; Chaudhry et al., 2018). Benjamin et al. (2018) have proposed
a similar combination for functional regularisation. In these approaches, two separate methods are
usually used for regularisation and memory-building. In contrast, in our approach, both of these are
done within the same GP framework by using the method of Khan et al. (2019).

Finally, model based approaches change the model architecture during training (Rusu et al., 2016)
and this can be combined with other approaches (Schwarz et al., 2018). It is possible to use similar
features in our GP based framework, which is an interesting future direction to be pursued.

2 CONTINUAL LEARNING WITH WEIGHT/FUNCTIONAL REGULARISATION

In deep learning, we minimise loss functions to estimate network weights. For example, in super-
vised multi-class classification problems, we are given a dataset D of N input-output pairs with
outputs yi , a vector of K classes, and inputs xi , a vector of length D, and our goal is to minimise a
loss which takes the following form: ¯̀(w) + �R(w), where ¯̀(w) := 1

N

ÕN
i=1 `(yi, fw(xi)) with deep

neural network fw(x) 2 RK and its weights w. `(y, ŷ) denotes a differentiable loss function be-
tween an output y and its prediction ŷ, R(w) is a regularisation function (usually an L2-regulariser
R(w) = w>w) and � > 0 controls the regularisation strength. Standard deep-learning approaches
rely on an unbiased stochastic-gradient of the loss ¯̀, which usually requires access to all of the data
examples for all classes (Bottou, 2010). It is this unbiased, minibatch setting where deep-learning
excels and achieves state-of-the-art performance on many benchmark datasets.

In reality, we do not always have access to all the data at once, and it is not possible to obtain
unbiased stochastic gradients. New classes may appear during training and old classes may never be
seen again. For such settings, vanilla mini-batch stochastic-gradient methods leads to catastrophic
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Figure 1: This figure illustrates our method. Leftmost figure shows the result of training on task
1. Examples corresponding to memorable-past, shown with big markers, are chosen using a GP
formulation of the neural network. These points usually are the ones that support the decision
boundary. Middle figure shows the result after task 2 where new network functions are regularised
at memorable-past examples to give the same prediction as the previous ones. The resulting green
decision boundary classifies both task 1 and 2 well. The rightmost figure shows the result along with
memorable-past of each task where the performance over the past tasks is maintained.

function-regularisation with deep networks. A Laplace approximation of this objective enables a
scalable training algorithm. Our work in this paper focuses on avoiding forgetting, but it opens a
new direction for life-long learning methods where regularisation methods are naturally combined
with memory-based methods.

Other related works. Broadly, existing work on continual learning can be split into three ap-
proaches: inference based, memory/rehearsal based, and model based. Inference based approaches
have mostly focused on weight-regularisation, with some recent efforts on functional-regularisation.
Our work falls in the latter category. Memory based approaches either maintain a memory of past
data examples (Rebuffi et al., 2017) or train generative models on previous tasks to rehearse pseudo-
inputs (Shin et al., 2017). An advantage of our method compared to previous ones is that build-
ing memory does not require solving an optimisation problem: the computation simply involves a
forward-pass through the network followed by sorting (see Section 3.2).

Similarly to our work, there have also been some efforts in combining the different flavours of
approaching continual learning, e.g., VCL plus coresets (Nguyen et al., 2018) and Gradient-Episodic
Memory (Lopez-Paz & Ranzato, 2017; Chaudhry et al., 2018). Benjamin et al. (2018) have proposed
a similar combination for functional regularisation. In these approaches, two separate methods are
usually used for regularisation and memory-building. In contrast, in our approach, both of these are
done within the same GP framework by using the method of Khan et al. (2019).

Finally, model based approaches change the model architecture during training (Rusu et al., 2016)
and this can be combined with other approaches (Schwarz et al., 2018). It is possible to use similar
features in our GP based framework, which is an interesting future direction to be pursued.

2 CONTINUAL LEARNING WITH WEIGHT/FUNCTIONAL REGULARISATION

In deep learning, we minimise loss functions to estimate network weights. For example, in super-
vised multi-class classification problems, we are given a dataset D of N input-output pairs with
outputs yi , a vector of K classes, and inputs xi , a vector of length D, and our goal is to minimise a
loss which takes the following form: ¯̀(w) + �R(w), where ¯̀(w) := 1

N

ÕN
i=1 `(yi, fw(xi)) with deep

neural network fw(x) 2 RK and its weights w. `(y, ŷ) denotes a differentiable loss function be-
tween an output y and its prediction ŷ, R(w) is a regularisation function (usually an L2-regulariser
R(w) = w>w) and � > 0 controls the regularisation strength. Standard deep-learning approaches
rely on an unbiased stochastic-gradient of the loss ¯̀, which usually requires access to all of the data
examples for all classes (Bottou, 2010). It is this unbiased, minibatch setting where deep-learning
excels and achieves state-of-the-art performance on many benchmark datasets.

In reality, we do not always have access to all the data at once, and it is not possible to obtain
unbiased stochastic gradients. New classes may appear during training and old classes may never be
seen again. For such settings, vanilla mini-batch stochastic-gradient methods leads to catastrophic
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Table 2: The average validation accuracy on Permuted-MNIST and Split-MNIST. “200p/t” denotes
that 200 examples are selected for each task. We report mean and standard deviations over 5 runs,
and use results from Nguyen et al. (2018) for baselines. FROMP is state-of-the-art with 200p/t.
Additionally, as we reduce the number of points (see Figure 3), FROMP gracefully reduces accuracy,
due to clever choice of memory past and the use of kernels in the functional regularisation.

Method Permuted MNIST Split MNIST

DLP (Smola et al., 2003) 82% 61.2%
EWC (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) 84% 63.1%
SI (Zenke et al., 2017) 86% 98.9%
Improved VCL (Swaroop et al., 2019) 93% ± 1 98.4% ± 0.4

+ random Coreset 94.6% ± 0.3 (200 p/t) 98.2% ± 0.4 (40 p/t)
FRCL-RND (Titsias et al., 2019) 94.2% ± 0.1 (200 p/t) 96.7% ± 1.0 (40 p/t)
FRCL-TR (Titsias et al., 2019) 94.3% ± 0.1 (200 p/t) 97.4% ± 0.6 (40 p/t)
FRORP-L2 87.9% ± 0.7 (200 p/t) 98.5% ± 0.2 (40 p/t)
FROMP-L2 94.6% ± 0.1 (200 p/t) 98.7% ± 0.1 (40 p/t)
FRORP 94.6% ± 0.1 (200 p/t) 99.0% ± 0.1 (40 p/t)
FROMP 94.9% ± 0.1 (200 p/t) 99.0% ± 0.1 (40 p/t)

(a) random example kernel (b) memorable past kernel (c) accuracy vs. memory size

Figure 3: Permuted MNIST: added kernels across classes (with subtracted diagonal for visualisation
purposes), and performance as a function of memory size. Memorable past examples lead to a more
uniform kernel structure that prevents weighting previously overfit examples too highly, e.g. task
one in the random selection exhibits strong correlation and low variance. As we reduce the number
of examples in memory, FROMP gracefully reduces validation accuracy.

Following the settings of previous work, we select 40 inducing points per task. The learning rate is
set to 0.0001, batch size to 128, and we learn each task for 15 epochs.

We report the final average accuracy for both benchmarks across all the tasks in Table 2 after tuning
the hyperparameters of all algorithms. In particular, the proposed method achieves better perfor-
mance than the weight-space methods EWC and VCL, as well as compared to the function-space
method FRCL that is based on a GP formulation. Further, the benchmarks show superior perfor-
mance of both the approach to select important examples (Sec. 3.2) and the functional regularisation
using the kernel (Sec. 3.3). Memorable examples improve performance of the naive and efficient
FRORP-L2 method by more than 6% on permuted MNIST and by 0.2% on the split MNIST. Stan-
dard deviation is also reduced in both cases. FROMP does not profit much from memorable ex-
amples compared to FRORP, probably because the performance is already close to the maximum
achievable. Furthermore, Fig. 3c shows that our selection method greatly reduces the number of
memorable points required: the L2 algorithm with random points requires nearly 100 points to match
the performance when using 20 carefully selected points, and 200 points to match performance with
40, respectively. When combined with kernel-based functional regularisation, we obtain the best-
performing method, particularly when memory size is small.

Figs. 3a and 3b show the summed kernels across all the classes in permuted MNIST for a random
and memorable set of points. For visualisation purposes, the diagonal is suppressed. Note that ran-
dom points lead to less uniform weighting in the kernel, making it even more important in functional
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Figure 4: Split CIFAR: performance for each task, and performance variation as function of memory
size. We run all the proposed methods 5 times and report the mean and standard derivation. The
left figure reports results for 200 memory examples per task. The final average validation accuracy
of FROMP is 76.2% ± 0.2, FROMP-L2 is 74.6% ± 0.3, SI is 73.5%, EWC is 71.6% ± 1.5, VCL +
random coreset is 67.4% ± 2.4. FROMP outperforms all other methods. Additionally, as we reduce
the memory size, FROMP still performs well, even with only 10 examples per task.

regularisation, leading to better performance (FRORP vs FROMP). All memorable points are im-
portant and the kernel is more uniform. In Fig. 3a, the kernel’s weighting of task 1 is very different
from other tasks, leading to different magnitudes in the functional regularisation among tasks and
therefore to eventual forgetting. The kernel further tells us that the tasks are correlated, as expected.

4.3 SPLIT CIFAR

We now test the proposed method on a more complex problem. Split CIFAR consists of 6 tasks. The
first task is the full CIFAR-10 dataset, followed by 5 tasks, each corresponding to 10 consecutive
classes from CIFAR-100. We follow the SI paper (Zenke et al., 2017) for our model architecture,
using a multi-head CNN with 4 convolutional layers, followed by 2 dense layers with dropout. We
use learning rate 0.0001 and batch size 256. All tasks are learned for 80 epochs, and hyperparameters
tuned as before. In addition to continual learning baselines, we show the performance of networks
trained from scratch on each task. These cannot profit from forward/backward transfer.

The experimental results in Figure 4a show that FROMP outperforms other methods by a notable
margin. The weight-space methods employed as baselines either cannot learn later tasks to a high
accuracy (EWC, SI), or forget previous tasks (VCL). Interestingly, over all tasks, FROMP also out-
performs ‘from scratch’ training. Although we only focussed on preventing catastrophic forgetting,
we find evidence of forward/backward transfer, a key requirement in continual learning.

In contrast to the rather simple MNIST benchmarks, both the benefit of selecting memorable points
as well as using the kernel are clearly visible in Fig. 4b. If we only memorise few examples, the per-
formance gap due to using the kernel is around 4%. The selection of memorable points according to
our metric leads to an increase in performance of around 7%. Applying both kernel and memorable
point selection increases the performance by up to 11%. Additionally, standard deviation is reduced
when using memorable points or the kernel. It is clear that both parts of the proposed algorithm are
vital in achieving state-of-the-art performance on this benchmark.

5 DISCUSSION

We propose FROMP, a scalable function-regularisation approach for continual learning. FROMP
uses a GP formulation of neural networks to select memorable past examples, regularising them
using a kernel, and achieving state-of-the-art performance across benchmarks. This work enables
a new way of combining regularisation methods and memory-based methods in continual learning.
Future research could investigate other ways of selecting a memorable past (e.g. fixed memory size),
more efficient ways of calculating kernel matrices, and consider the case where data does not arrive
in tasks.
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purposes), and performance as a function of memory size. Memorable past examples lead to a more
uniform kernel structure that prevents weighting previously overfit examples too highly, e.g. task
one in the random selection exhibits strong correlation and low variance. As we reduce the number
of examples in memory, FROMP gracefully reduces validation accuracy.

Following the settings of previous work, we select 40 inducing points per task. The learning rate is
set to 0.0001, batch size to 128, and we learn each task for 15 epochs.

We report the final average accuracy for both benchmarks across all the tasks in Table 2 after tuning
the hyperparameters of all algorithms. In particular, the proposed method achieves better perfor-
mance than the weight-space methods EWC and VCL, as well as compared to the function-space
method FRCL that is based on a GP formulation. Further, the benchmarks show superior perfor-
mance of both the approach to select important examples (Sec. 3.2) and the functional regularisation
using the kernel (Sec. 3.3). Memorable examples improve performance of the naive and efficient
FRORP-L2 method by more than 6% on permuted MNIST and by 0.2% on the split MNIST. Stan-
dard deviation is also reduced in both cases. FROMP does not profit much from memorable ex-
amples compared to FRORP, probably because the performance is already close to the maximum
achievable. Furthermore, Fig. 3c shows that our selection method greatly reduces the number of
memorable points required: the L2 algorithm with random points requires nearly 100 points to match
the performance when using 20 carefully selected points, and 200 points to match performance with
40, respectively. When combined with kernel-based functional regularisation, we obtain the best-
performing method, particularly when memory size is small.

Figs. 3a and 3b show the summed kernels across all the classes in permuted MNIST for a random
and memorable set of points. For visualisation purposes, the diagonal is suppressed. Note that ran-
dom points lead to less uniform weighting in the kernel, making it even more important in functional
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Given a minibatch at each iteration, we select examples with less 
noise (low variance of epsilon_i in the approximated linear model).

(By Roman Bachmann)



Learning-Algorithms from 
Bayesian Principles

• Practical Bayesian principles.
• Bayesian learning rule 
– a generalization of many learning-algorithms,
• Classical (least-squares, Newton, HMM, 

Kalman.. etc).
• Deep Learning (SGD, RMSprop, Adam).

• Data relevance
• Continual Learning with Bayes
• Impact: Everything with one common principle.
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